LENOVO AND WINDOWS 10

Perfect partners for enterprise mobility

With a workforce constantly on the move, the need to be efficient in a range of flexible working environments makes enterprise mobility the number one issue in enabling employee productivity and driving business results.

As a progressive technology company, Lenovo understands the importance of having employees run the latest software. Migrating to Windows 10 will give your organization access to an array of cutting edge, highly secure, cloud-first mobility features that could help your business maintain a competitive advantage.

Now, with Lenovo’s advanced portfolio of services for enterprise, your organization’s migration experience could be more seamless than you think.

Lenovo Services and Windows 10 Accelerate: Taking the migraine out of migration

“Lenovo can significantly decrease the manual effort and errors that typically cause resource and bandwidth constraint issues in Windows 10 migrations.”

WAYNE HARRIS
Director, Lenovo Imaging Technology Center

Under the Windows 10 Accelerate program, qualifying organizations could gain access through Lenovo Services to up to $50,000 worth of funding from Microsoft to enable migration to Windows 10.
Proof of Concept

Objective:
We’ll run you through key Windows 10 capabilities and deployment options in a lab environment with technical briefs and a hands-on demonstration.

Example scope includes:

• Education and demonstration on fully automated provisioning solutions and industry best practices
• Creation of core image based on either Windows 10 Pro Preload or Windows 10 Enterprise with support for up to 2 different Lenovo models
• Pre-provision machines in manufacturing utilizing First Boot Services (installing common applications, encryption, anti-virus, and more) and driver installation
• Advanced Deployment Services (ADS) including:
  » User self-install with an easy-to-provision admin wizard
  » Complete automation of manual install steps when system is first deployed
  » Customization on a per user/system basis
  » End-User based final deployment/configuration is achievable
  » Improved desk-side deployment times/accuracy
• Cloud Recovery Subscription for up to 5 Lenovo machines

If you’re interested in a Windows 10 migration proof of concept, demonstrating how a Lenovo migration to Windows 10 could save you time, resource and expense, please visit the website and register your interest or speak to a Lenovo account manager.
Enterprise Pilot

Objective:
We assist you with deploying Windows 10 in a live production environment. Engagement will include planning, creation of the base deployment solution with imaging, hardware support, and automated provisioning process.

Example scope includes:

- Education and demonstration on fully automated provisioning solutions and industry best practices
- Creation of core dynamic Smart Image based on either Windows 10 Pro Preload or Windows 10 Enterprise with support for up to 5 different Lenovo models
- Pre-provision machines in manufacturing utilizing First Boot Services (installing common applications, encryption, anti-virus, and more) and driver installation
- Advanced Deployment Services (ADS) including:
  - Custom out of box experience and menu with customer branding
  - Complete automation of manual install steps when system is first deployed
  - Customization on a per user/system basis
  - End-User based final deployment/configuration is achievable
  - Improved desk-side deployment times/accuracy
- Cloud Recovery Subscription for up to 250 Lenovo machines

“In the pilot, Lenovo can fully automate the installation of end-user specific applications.”
WAYNE HARRIS
Director, Lenovo Imaging Technology Center

To explore an Enterprise Pilot and experience the efficiency of a Lenovo Windows 10 migration, visit the website and register your interest or speak to a Lenovo account manager.
What to do next

Get in touch to learn more

Our expert Lenovo Services team is ready to answer any questions you might have about Windows 10 and the migration process.

When you're convinced that you'll save your organization time, money and resources, we'll be happy to assist you with planning and executing an efficient and seamless migration.

CALL US TODAY: 1-855-253-6686

Ask us about:

- New options in deployment and management
- Cloud Recovery and Image Management Services
- Delivery of policies, applications, updates and more to Windows 10 PCs
- The shift in IT philosophy to more “user-centric” IT
- Self-service driving costs down and reducing efforts to support multiple models
- Enabling more productive users by giving them a choice of which device satisfies their needs
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